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william cuthbert faulkner ˈ f ɔː k n ər september 25 1897 july 6 1962 was an american writer known for
his novels and short stories set in the fictional yoknapatawpha county based on lafayette county
mississippi where faulkner spent most of his life william faulkner is one of the best writers america has
ever produced with a distinctive voice and a relentless intelligence that earned him a nobel prize in
literature at age 52 not to mention two pulitzer prizes two national book awards and the undying love of
many readers william faulkner was a nobel prize winning novelist who wrote challenging prose and
created the fictional yoknapatawpha county he is best known for such novels as the sound and the fury
and william faulkner 1897 1962 was an american writer who won the 1949 nobel prize in literature he is
best known for his novels and short stories set in the fictional yoknapatawpha county a stand in for his
hometown of oxford in lafayette county mississippi william faulkner american writer who won the 1949
nobel prize for literature and is best known for his works set in fictional yoknapatawpha county his
notable novels include the sound and the fury as i lay dying absalom absalom and light in august the
greatest books written by william faulkner william faulkner was an american writer and nobel prize
laureate from oxford mississippi he is primarily known for his novels short stories and plays many of
which are set in the fictional yoknapatawpha county william faulkner was a mississippi born novelist
poet and screenwriter winner of the 1949 nobel prize in literature and twice a winner of the pulitzer
prize in fiction 1955 1963 william faulkner novels 1930 1935 loa n 25 view all library of america curator
a champion of america s great writers and timeless works library of america guides readers in finding
and exploring the exceptional writing that reflects the nation s history and culture learn more william
cuthbert faulkner b 1897 d 1962 grew up in oxford mississippi where his great grandfather william clark
falkner sic a writer confederate colonel and railroad founder was a local legend although he was a high
school dropout faulkner emulating his ancestor voraciously read the classics and began to write poetry
faulkner wrote 13 novels and many short stories but started as a poet with his breakthrough novel the
sound and the fury he began to use stream of consciousness to portray a character s flow of inner
thoughts one of the 20th century s greatest novelists william cuthbert falkner as his name was originally
spelled never graduated from high school he was born in new albany mississippi the first of four sons
and moved with his family to oxford mississippi at the age of five william faulkner 1897 1962 a major
american 20th century novelist chronicled the decline and decay of the aristocratic south with an
imaginative power and psychological depth that transcend mere regionalism william faulkner was born
on sept 25 1897 in new albany miss william faulkner 1897 1962 born william cuthbert falkner changed
surname to faulkner american novelist short story writer poet screenwriter and essayist a preeminent
figure in twentieth century american literature faulkner created a profound and complex body of work
that examines exploitation and corruption in the american south the colonel was a warrior who fought in
the mexican war and in the civil war a successful businessman who built railroads and owned
plantations a writer whose novel the white rose of memphis this overview of the biography and fiction of
william faulkner from the famous authors series introduces the major themes of faulkner s poems plays
short stories and novels james patterson for the new york times by laura m holson april 27 2018
mississippi authors have long stood their ground in the south s competitive literary landscape william
faulkner won a william cuthbert faulkner was a nobel prize winning american novelist and short story
writer one of the most influential writers of the twentieth century his reputation is based mostly on his
novels novellas and short stories he was also a published poet and an occasional screenwriter a poll of
well over a hundred writers and critics taken a few years back by oxford american magazine named
william faulkner s absalom absalom the greatest southern novel ever written by william faulkner is
recognized as one of america s greatest novelists and short story writers of the 20th century faulkner
was born in new albany mississippi on september 25 1897 he educated himself by reading a large
number of modern writers among them was the irish writer james joyce from him faulkner learned to
write about people s inner thoughts
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william faulkner wikipedia May 16 2024 william cuthbert faulkner ˈ f ɔː k n ər september 25 1897 july
6 1962 was an american writer known for his novels and short stories set in the fictional yoknapatawpha
county based on lafayette county mississippi where faulkner spent most of his life
20 pieces of writing advice from william faulkner literary hub Apr 15 2024 william faulkner is one
of the best writers america has ever produced with a distinctive voice and a relentless intelligence that
earned him a nobel prize in literature at age 52 not to mention two pulitzer prizes two national book
awards and the undying love of many readers
william faulkner books novels quotes biography Mar 14 2024 william faulkner was a nobel prize winning
novelist who wrote challenging prose and created the fictional yoknapatawpha county he is best known
for such novels as the sound and the fury and
william faulkner bibliography wikipedia Feb 13 2024 william faulkner 1897 1962 was an american
writer who won the 1949 nobel prize in literature he is best known for his novels and short stories set in
the fictional yoknapatawpha county a stand in for his hometown of oxford in lafayette county mississippi
william faulkner biography education books facts Jan 12 2024 william faulkner american writer who won
the 1949 nobel prize for literature and is best known for his works set in fictional yoknapatawpha county
his notable novels include the sound and the fury as i lay dying absalom absalom and light in august
the greatest books written by william faulkner Dec 11 2023 the greatest books written by william
faulkner william faulkner was an american writer and nobel prize laureate from oxford mississippi he is
primarily known for his novels short stories and plays many of which are set in the fictional
yoknapatawpha county
william faulkner 1897 1962 encyclopedia virginia Nov 10 2023 william faulkner was a mississippi
born novelist poet and screenwriter winner of the 1949 nobel prize in literature and twice a winner of
the pulitzer prize in fiction 1955 1963
william faulkner library of america loa Oct 09 2023 william faulkner novels 1930 1935 loa n 25 view all
library of america curator a champion of america s great writers and timeless works library of america
guides readers in finding and exploring the exceptional writing that reflects the nation s history and
culture learn more
william faulkner american literature oxford bibliographies Sep 08 2023 william cuthbert faulkner b 1897
d 1962 grew up in oxford mississippi where his great grandfather william clark falkner sic a writer
confederate colonel and railroad founder was a local legend although he was a high school dropout
faulkner emulating his ancestor voraciously read the classics and began to write poetry
william faulkner facts nobelprize org Aug 07 2023 faulkner wrote 13 novels and many short stories
but started as a poet with his breakthrough novel the sound and the fury he began to use stream of
consciousness to portray a character s flow of inner thoughts
william faulkner poetry foundation Jul 06 2023 one of the 20th century s greatest novelists william
cuthbert falkner as his name was originally spelled never graduated from high school he was born in
new albany mississippi the first of four sons and moved with his family to oxford mississippi at the age
of five
william faulkner encyclopedia com Jun 05 2023 william faulkner 1897 1962 a major american 20th
century novelist chronicled the decline and decay of the aristocratic south with an imaginative power
and psychological depth that transcend mere regionalism william faulkner was born on sept 25 1897 in
new albany miss
faulkner william 1897 1962 encyclopedia com May 04 2023 william faulkner 1897 1962 born
william cuthbert falkner changed surname to faulkner american novelist short story writer poet
screenwriter and essayist a preeminent figure in twentieth century american literature faulkner created
a profound and complex body of work that examines exploitation and corruption in the american south
william faulkner biography enotes com Apr 03 2023 the colonel was a warrior who fought in the mexican
war and in the civil war a successful businessman who built railroads and owned plantations a writer
whose novel the white rose of memphis
faulkner american literature the modernist period Mar 02 2023 this overview of the biography
and fiction of william faulkner from the famous authors series introduces the major themes of faulkner s
poems plays short stories and novels
marking mississippi s literary trail from william faulkner Feb 01 2023 james patterson for the new york
times by laura m holson april 27 2018 mississippi authors have long stood their ground in the south s
competitive literary landscape william faulkner won a
william faulkner author of the sound and the fury goodreads Dec 31 2022 william cuthbert
faulkner was a nobel prize winning american novelist and short story writer one of the most influential
writers of the twentieth century his reputation is based mostly on his novels novellas and short stories
he was also a published poet and an occasional screenwriter
how william faulkner tackled race the new york times Nov 29 2022 a poll of well over a hundred writers
and critics taken a few years back by oxford american magazine named william faulkner s absalom
absalom the greatest southern novel ever written by
mississippi author william faulkner from oxford mississippi Oct 29 2022 william faulkner is
recognized as one of america s greatest novelists and short story writers of the 20th century faulkner
was born in new albany mississippi on september 25 1897
william faulkner 1897 1962 he was america s greatest Sep 27 2022 he educated himself by
reading a large number of modern writers among them was the irish writer james joyce from him
faulkner learned to write about people s inner thoughts
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